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Cookin’ Fun
Which amount is more: ⅓ cup grapes or ¼ cup vegetable oil?
Which recipe requires no sugar?
Which recipe requires lemon juice?
How much is: ¼ cup + ½ cup?
In ‘Rules for the Kitchen’, what is rule #5?

All About Michigan
When did the painted turtle become Michigan’s state reptile?
Beside the painted turtle, name 2 other species of turtle in Michigan.
Which subspecies of painted turtle has a large gray mark on the bottom of its shell?
Where do painted turtles spent the winter?

Down on the Farm
The domestic goat is a subspecies of wild goat. Where did the wild ancestor come from?
What are the three names that female goats go by?

Math Adventures
How many blue are in the gumball machine?
How many yellow are in the gumball machine?
How many red are in the gumball machine?

Science Fun
Using a spinning hard-boiled egg and a raw egg, which one will stop spinning soonest?
What happens to a raw egg that you stop from spinning but immediately remove your finger?
What happens to a hard-boiled egg that you stop from spinning but immediately remove your finger?
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Sports and Fitness
What is the rule for going down a water slide?
Why do you test the pool’s water temperature before you go in?

Travel with Us
Grenada is surrounded by what two bodies of water?
The three lakes mentioned in the article were formed in the craters of extinct volcanoes. Name one lake.
When did Grenada become independent?
What is the national bird?
What colors are on the Grenada flag?

Spotlight on Health
What is another name for pertussis?
What causes pertussis?
The DTaP vaccine can prevent pertussis. What other two diseases does it prevent?
At least how many shots are necessary for the vaccine to prevent pertussis?

Visit the Wildside
What are two other names for the Arctic fox?
Why do Arctic foxes sometimes follow polar bears?
How many native land mammals are in Iceland?
What is the hair on the bottom of the feet of an Arctic Fox used for?
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